Weak type (1,1) and strong type {p,p) inequalities are proved for operators defined by oscillating kernels.
Given a nonnegative, locally integrable weight function w, we say w satisfies the Ai condition if there is a constant C > 0 such that for all intervals / 1 If -rrrw(I) = TTT I w(x) dx < C essinf w \I\ \I\Jl ~ I with C independent of J.
The main result of this paper is THEOREM l. Let ß < 0 or ß > 1. Ifw G Ai, there is a constant C, independent of f, so that for À > 0
(1) w({x:\Tßf(x)\>X})<j\\f\\i,w.
An immediate consequence of this result is the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2. Let 0 < a ^ 1. If w G Ai, there is a constant C, independent of f, so that for A > 0 (2) w({x:\Ka*f(x)\>\})<j\\f\\hw.
The two results (1) and (2) are actually equivalent. We note for definiteness the case w = 1 of the previous corollary.
COROLLARY 3. Let 0 < a / 1. There is a constant C, independent of f, so that for X > 0 |{x:|iW(x)l>A}|<^||/||i.
Corollary 3 was proved for 0 < a < 1 in [8] . The results when a > 1 are new. Let x G R™ and k(x) be a Calderón-Zygmund kernel. Consider the operator Tf defined by
Tf(x) = [ exG(-x^k(x-y)f(y)dy.
Recently Phong and Stein [9] and Ricci and Stein [10] have considered the operator T as a mapping from LP(R") to LP(R"), 1 < p < oo, for certain types of functions G. Although we prove our results for R and k(x) = 1/(1 + |x|), an examination of the proofs shows the dimension may be greater than 1 and 1/(1 + |x|) may be replaced by a Calderón-Zygmund kernel. The idea is to write eî|x|°fc(x) = 6{x)elWak{x) + [1 -0(x)]et|x|°'k(x) = Ki(x) + K2{x), where 6(x) = 1 for \x\ < 1 and 6(x) = 0 for |x| > 2. Next, write Ki(x) -(e*'1'" -l)6(x)k(x) + 6(x)k(x). The first term is bounded by a constant times the L1 function x({\x\ < 2})|x|a_n and the second term is a Calderón-Zygmund kernel. Since k(x) is homogeneous of degree -n, K2 is handled like eî'a;la(l + |z|)~n.
Ricci and Stein prove T defines a bounded operator on V when G(x, y) = P(x, y) is a real-valued polynomial. If a = 2k is an even integer, then \x -y\a = P{x,y) is a polynomial of degree 2k in x and y. Thus, Corollary 3 (and Corollary 2) gives weak type (1, 1) estimates for special classes of polynomials.
Suppose A is a nonsingular matrix and G(x,y) = (Ax,y). Phong and Stein show that T defines a bounded operator on V. When a = 2, |x|2 = (x,x), so K2 corresponds to the matrix A = I, the identity matrix. Our techniques can be used to prove the weak type (1,1) inequality for a convolution operator with the kernel K(x) = e%l^Ax'x^k(x), where A is a nonsingular matrix and k is a Calderón-Zygmund kernel. The arguments are the same as those mentioned above with eAx\a replaced by el{Ax'x). Let A be symmetric and set g(y) = ex^Ay'y'f(y). Since (Ay,x) + (Ax,y) = 2(Ax,y) and \ex<Ax^= 1, we see that \j^A(x-y),x-y)k{x_y)f{y)dy = Je2i<Ax^k{x-y)g(y)dy Thus, for symmetric matrices A, the operators of Phong and Stein are weak type
(1,1)-
To prove weak (1,1) estimates for a Calderón-Zygmund kernel, one uses the fact that the derivative of the kernel belongs to L1 away from the origin. We consider kernels Ka(x) which have derivatives that decay like |x|a~2 as \x\ -> oo. Thus, for o > 1, these kernels are not integrable away from the origin. Standard arguments which work for Calderón-Zygmund kernels cannot be used since they will fail for large intervals. The circle of ideas centered around the sharp function of C. Fefferman and E. M. Stein similarly do not apply. In fact, (at least) for a > 1, the kernels Ka are more akin to the Bochner-Riesz multipliers. We base our proof on the argument used to prove Theorem 3 in [5] . In order to introduce Ai weights, we use a decomposition result from [1] . These ideas can be used to prove that operators defined by the kernels (ext^°st^ /t(logt)s)x{{t > 2}) satisfy a weak type inequality when 6, n > 0. These kernels were introduced in [11] .
We will consider also strong type inequalities for operators with convolution kernels Ka,b(x) = (1 + |x|)-Vlxla, 0 < a ¿ 1 and 1 -a/2 < b < 1.
Generalizing Theorem 3.3 of [2] , we prove THEOREM 4. Let a > 1 and suppose 1 < w(x) < Cw(t) for \t\/2 < \x\ < 2\t\. If either 1 -a/2 < b < 1 and a/(a + b-1) < p < 2 or b= 1 and 1 < p < 2, then \\Ka,bf\\p,w < CII/Hp,«, if and only if
This result is sharp for weights that are essentially constant on annuli. Note that for powers of (1 + |x|) the endpoint exponent a(p -1) + p(b -1) is included. This paper is divided into three sections. In §1 we give background information. The proof of Theorem 1 is contained in §2. We prove strong type results for operators with kernels Ka¿ in the last section.
We use the letters B and C to denote constants. Given an interval /, ci stands for the interval concentric with / and having length c times as long. Given a number p, 1 < p < oo, we define q by the equation 1/p + 1/ç = 1. The proof for the case a > 1 is in [12] while that for 0 < a < 1 follows from [4, p. We begin by considering the tools needed for the proof of this lemma. Much of the work in this direction involves estimates on operators mapping H\, into L¿.
The weighted Hardy spaces Hw, w G Ai, have been developed in [14, 15, 16] . We say a function / is in Hw if there exist atoms {&,} and coefficients {Xj} such that f(x) ~ ^2jXjbj(x) and X^IAj'I < °°-Set ||/||h¿ = inf ^,-|Aj|, where the infimum is taken over all such decompositions. The concept of regular kernels was considered in [2, 7] . The following definition generalizes the idea to weights. DEFINITION 1.3. A kernel K is regular with respect to a weight w if K can be decomposed as K(x) -k(x)g(x) so that (1.2) \g(x)\ < B\g(u)\ for |tt|/2 < |¡r| < 2|u|,
(1-3) \\K * f\\2,w < B\\f\\2,w, and
w(x) dx, for all y, h G R, y ^ 0.
¡Vi J{\x-h\<\y\}
We note that the oscillating kernels Ka, 0 < a ^ 1, are all regular with respect to Ai weights. (See, e.g., [7] and Theorem 2.3 of [2] .) The kernels (1 + \x\)-1-a'2, a > 0, are also regular with respect to Ai weights. This follows by taking g = 1 in the definition above.
The next result is a generalization of Theorem 1 of [7] . 
J{\x-d\>1e}
Furthermore, the constant C depends only on B and B'.
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Thus, in order to show the equivalence of the two inequalities, it is enough to show
and
'{|x-d|>2e}
By Holder's inequality, (1.3), the definition of Ai weights, and estimate (iii) in the definition of atoms, we have
This proves (1.5).
For the other inequality, note that t G I and x ^ 21 implies \x -t\ is equivalent to \x -d\. By (1.2) and (1.4), :^Kt^\I\1/pw(I) < l.
This estimate is useful in the proofs of the following two results. These will help demonstrate that the operators Tg and Ka * • are bounded from Hw to L¿. (See [7] for details of the proofs.) PROPOSITION 1.5. Let 0 < a < 1, 1 < p < 2, and w G Ai. Suppose K(x) = k(x)g(x) G L°° is a regular kernel with respect to w and \\g* f\\q < C||/||p. Suppose that for all d G R and s > 1,
w(x)dx for \t -d\ < s, \\K*f\\i,w<B\\f\\Hi.
The constant B depends on C and w.
PROOF. By Theorem 1.4, it suffices to prove for any atom b with support
When |/| < 1, argue as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [7] , using the assumption that KGL°°. Suppose |/| > 1. The left side of (1.10) is bounded by
Using Holder's inequality, (1.7), and (1.8), the first term is bounded by
Since ¡b = 0, by Fubini's theorem, (1.7), and (1.9), the second term is controlled by
The analog of Proposition 1.5 for a > 1 is contained in PROPOSITION 1.6. Let a > 1, 1 < p < 2, and w G Ai. Suppose K(x) = k(x)g(x) G L°° is a regular kernel with respect to w and \\g * f\\q < C\\f\\p. Set T{s) = max(s, s1^1'^). Suppose that for all dGR,
PROOF. As in the previous proof, it suffices to prove (1.10). In case |/| > 1, using Holder's inequality, (1.7), and (1.11) yields
Using (1.12) and arguing as in the proof of the previous proposition, the first term is bounded by a constant. The second term is handled like the case |/| > 1 above. This completes the proof.
In the next proposition, we consider the operators Tß and Ka * ■ acting on functions in H^. Using standard arguments (see, e.g. [7] ) and the remarks following Definition 1.3, these kernels satisfy Propositions 1.5 and 1.6. Since ||<?a * /||q < C||/||p (see [7] ), inequality (i) is proved. This completes the proof of the proposition. The next two results, proved by Stromberg and Torchinsky [14, 15, 16] , will be useful for the proof of our next lemma. Tzf(x) = Je-^ltl-'WeWoiOfiOdZ.
Note that Tif(x) = Tßf(x). Define g by g{Ç) = \t\-**'afa). Then T1+itf/(x) = Tig(x) = Tßg(x), so by Proposition 1.7 and the comment following Theorem 1.8, IITi+iy/Hi.« = \\T0g\\i,w < BUffllfli < B\\f\\Hi.
Since the multiplier defining Tiy is bounded, \\%fh<B\\fh.
The result follows from Theorem 1.9 with y = 0 and 6 -(2 -p)/p.
We now prove Lemma 1.2. We use the notation /* for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of a locally integrable function /.
PROOF. Using the characterization of Ai weights in [3] , if w G Ai then w(x) = (g* (x))sh(x), where g* is finite almost everywhere, 0 < 8 < 1, and h(x) is equivalent to a constant. Define n by {2-p)n = 8 and set u{x) = (s*(x)),)(/i(x))1/(2-p). Then u G Ai. Applying Lemma 1.10 to u completes the proof.
We will use a decomposition result for Ai weights which is proved in [1] . We state the result in a form that is applicable for our purposes. When ß = q, the integral is bounded by ln(l/|x|). We apply the second mean-value theorem for integrals to the inner integral and use the fact that |x| > \ß\2k+2 to conclude that |A| < C/x2. Similarly, |B| is bounded by f {ß\t\'3-1-x)eiWß-tl E(k,ß) W'2l{ß\t\^-:
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Applying the second mean-value theorem for integrals to the inner integral and using x¡j'k{0 = 2-fe/W-1V(£2-fc/(/3-1)) and ip'¿(£) = 2-2fc/(/3-1V"(£2-fe'^-1)),
This gives the estimate of a constant times x~2 as we wished to show. Similar arguments applied to Sk(x) when ß < 0 lead to the estimate \Sk(x)\<C/\x\a for |x| > \ß\2k+2 witho = ~Ä?>i. The second sum is handled similarly to II, again with riß replaced by r/ß * Rk. In fact, to apply the argument used to estimate II, all we need is that for k > 2, \\Vß * Bk\\i < C and \r¡0 * Rk\ has a radially decreasing majorant. Since both of these are guaranteed by (2.5), The proof of the theorem now follows from (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.7).
3. Weighted IP estimates. In this section we shall discuss the kernels Ka,b+iy(x) = (1 + lasl)-***»«*!"!", 0<a¿l,b<l, for x, y G R. These kernels have been studied in [2, 7] . In Theorem 3.2 of [2] , a weighted inequality for p = 2 is proved in which the weights are essentially constant on annuli. Suppose a > 1 and 1 < p < 2. For weights that are essentially constant on annuli we show this condition is necessary as well as sufficient. For p = 1, we give a slight improvement of Lemma 4.2 of [2] . This can be viewed as a weighted H1 estimate. Interpolating between these two results, for 1/p = 9/po + (1 -6)/2 we have I \(v(x))W2Ka,b * f(x)\pdx < C j \{v(x))W2f(x)\*dx, where p(l -9) _ a -p(a + 6 -1) _ q(l -p) +p(l -6) 2 ~a-2(a + 6-l)~ 2 -a -26
Therefore, (v(x))p^~e^2 = w(x). This completes the proof of the theorem. REMARK. For 1 -a/2 < 6 < 1 and p = a/(a + 6 -1), we get that w is equivalent to a constant. The sufficiency for these cases follows from [7] while the necessity follows from Lemma 6.2 of [2] and the remarks following that proof. In particular, this includes the case 6=1 -a/2 and p = 2.
We would like to point out that Proposition 3.1 cannot be extended to the case 0 < a < 1, since the operator C/¿7 is bounded from Hi into Llw if and only if w is a constant function.
It was shown in [2] that Ka,i maps Lp into Lp for 1 < p < oo and w G Ap. When 6 < 1, this is no longer the case. Lemma 6.3 of [2] shows that Ka¿ does not define a bounded operator on Lpi+,x^a for a > p -1 + p(6 -l)/a and hence there are Ap weights for which Ka¿ does not define a bounded operator. The following theorem shows that the result of Lemma 6.3 of [2] is sharp. THEOREM 3.2. LetO < a < 1, l-a/2 < 6 < 1, anda/(a+6-l) < p < a/(l-6). Then \\Ka,b * /llp,(l + |x|)° < C||/llp,(l + |x|)°i f and only if -l + -(l-6)<a<p-l + ^(6-l). a a PROOF. The necessity of the range follows from the remarks preceding the theorem and duality. To show the sufficiency, it is enough to consider the case a = p -1 + p(6 -l)/a; the other values follow from duality and interpolation with change of measures. Further, we need only prove the result for po = a/(a + 6-1) and pi = a/(l -6). The intermediate values of p then follow by interpolation with change of measures. The norm inequality for po is a consequence of the facts that Ka<b maps Lp into Lp for a/(a+6-1) < p < a/(l-6) and a = po -l+po(6-l)/a = 0.
To see the result for p1; note that Lemma 4.5 of [2] is true for 0 < a < 1 and when Pi =a/(l-6), 6Pl+a-2 = pi -2 = Pi -1+pi(6 -l)/a.
